Deloitte’s Path to 21st Century Cures — A Call to Action
Introduction

Our country has had a strong commitment to life sciences research and development (R&D) for new treatments and cures. For the past two decades, the U.S. was the world’s leading funder and life sciences innovator — providing up to 70 to 80 percent of global life sciences R&D funding.\(^1\) In recent years, the U.S. has had a major decline in its global R&D competitiveness.\(^2\) Other nations, especially those in the Asia–Oceania region, are more actively competing and investing in various elements of the value chain.

The U.S. life sciences industry faces unprecedented challenges with expiry of blockbuster patents, slowing pipelines, soaring R&D costs, increasing pricing pressure from payers, growing market share for generic pharmaceuticals, and tightened scrutiny by regulators over drug safety. Health care reform and our country’s focus on curbing medical spending and its push to value-based care are also impacting life sciences R&D.

Traditionally, the R&D processes within the three elements of the life sciences value chain — discovery, development, and delivery — have occurred in silos with a limited flow of data and effective practices among them. However, forces within the current health care landscape are making life sciences innovators look differently at how they approach the value chain. These forces are 1) legislation and regulation, 2) data analytics, and 3) big data.

---
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A translational approach to the R&D value chain removes discrete steps and connects the discovery, development, and delivery processes. New learnings inform this value chain, and additional discoveries and developments lead to a continuous process improvement cycle. This could accelerate U.S. life sciences R&D and bolster global competitiveness.

In the following pages, we present ideas for achieving a translational approach to the value chain. We identify the “accelerators” for incentivizing more raw input of basic science into translational research, increasing development speed so that more therapies are patient-ready, and decreasing barriers to market entry.

Figure 1. Traditional Versus Translational Approaches

**Key Benefits:**
- Earlier termination of unsuccessful compounds
- Improved trial design and recruitment
- Better understanding of disease and care pathways
- Improved post-marketing surveillance capability
Traditionally, stakeholders have had different approaches and goals to the discovery cycle. The goal for life science companies is to identify effective and unsuccessful compounds early in their development (attrition risk) to make R&D cost-effective. This requires systematic access to and application of patient-level data. For provider organizations, the goal is to aid in the development of novel therapeutics/diagnostics by improving the speed of knowledge transfer between research laboratories and patient care environments. This requires multiple integration points for process and information flows between scientific knowledge and clinical care. Incentivizing research output, bridging stakeholder differences, and connecting the discovery process to development and delivery is a challenge. It requires maintaining funding levels, continuing recognized academic research, and leveraging health technology.

The role of stakeholders

Government funding

The federal government has long been an important source and catalyst for advances in medical research. Through funding primary research, the government spurs the discovery of novel life sciences products. Strong government funding coupled with new industry funding is important to taking leadership in R&D. Some governments or governmental institutions are taking novel steps to fund life sciences R&D innovation. Recently, the European Union’s (EU), European Investment Bank (EIB), owned by and representing the interests of the EU Member States, agreed to provide about $100 million to a large life sciences company to develop various drugs in return for milestone payments if the candidates progress. The EIB could lose money if the projects it backs are unsuccessful. This represents the first deal for the recently-launched InnovFin funding initiative set up by the European Commission and the bank.

Legal and regulatory framework

The passage of the Orphan Drug Act in 1983 developed a legal and regulatory framework for the development of products to treat rare and neglected diseases. The incentives spurred R&D with more than 400 medicines approved to treat rare diseases in the last 30 years, and one-third of new medicines in the last five years have been designated as “orphan drugs.” The government is currently exploring other regulation that will encourage life sciences companies to explore new areas. The FDA recently published a draft guidance — New Chemical Entity Exclusivity Determinations for Certain Fixed-Combination Drug Products — intended to grant five years of marketing exclusivity for fixed-dose combination drugs containing a new drug substance.

Collaborations

Universities have become a willing partner in the efforts by life sciences companies to decrease the risks associated with early phase product development. According to a Tufts Center study, many large life sciences companies have established at least one academic medical center (AMC) collaboration. Research in academic institutions is “particularly good for the basic underlying scientific development that should later translate into effective molecules in clinical trials.” This enables the training of a steady pipeline of scientists who can take on the big challenges present in healthcare. Regional innovation clusters, often found around major research universities, are also important to innovation.

Funding research that is directly leading to product development is essential for pipeline growth and identifying new treatment targets. A new center committed to this effort is the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS), established to focus on translational innovation as both a scientific and organizational issue. NCATS seeks to foster teaming across the spectrum of research and reduce, remove or bypass bottlenecks in the development of new treatments and tests that will ultimately improve human health. The Center aims to make translational science more efficient, less expensive and less risky. NCATS, NIH, and others can advance research and trials in novel ways by increasing collaboration efficiencies, providing additional resources for small businesses and by making technologies widely accessible to the larger scientific community.

National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS)

- Established to respond to the pressure to improve the translation of research from the bench to the bedside
- Represents an embrace of translational science and a revolutionary approach to diagnosis, treatment, and prevention
- Administers the Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) to promote clinical research at academic medical centers
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Additionally, outside practitioners can facilitate translational research activities supported by federal agencies and capitalize on the research being conducted in the private sector. In order to facilitate accelerated progress, standard agreements and collaboration models are adopted. This understanding is critical to initiate collaborative approaches, avoid protracted negotiation and to allow important research to be conducted efficiently. These agreements help facilitate the exchange of research materials and confidential information, and enable clinical studies to determine the safety and effectiveness of new agents being developed or in clinical trials.

Deloitte Experience with Collaboration

- Deloitte has helped small single disease-focused non-profits build their technology infrastructure for better patient tracking and outcomes reporting in order to use the data to drive development of new therapies.
- Deloitte team has teamed with the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) to create a group of the Centers for Innovation, which function to bring together publicly funded researchers with private life sciences companies and venture firms looking to invest in novel innovative technologies, devices, and therapeutics.
- Deloitte also has vast experience working with and establishing PPPs outside the healthcare sector as well.  

New teaming models

It is important to look at new ways to provide guidance for basic research and discovery in light of the current funding climate. The Accelerating Medicines Partnership (AMP) is a new $230 million venture between the National Institutes of Health (NIH), 10 biopharmaceutical companies, and several non-profit organizations to transform diagnostics and treatments development by jointly identifying and comparing biological targets of disease. The desired goal is to increase the number of new diagnostics and therapies for patients and reduce the time and cost of developing them. This is an example of a consortium focusing on the research and creating teams to work together. This is a very similar approach to mapping of the human genome in 2000 which collected and shared research knowledge among the consortia to further accelerate research.

Consideration should also be given to alternative private funding sources, especially public private partnerships (PPPs). A clear framework and policy to enable PPPs was established by The National Council for Public-Private Partnerships (NCPPP). Between 1982 and 2006, one-third of drugs and nearly 60 percent of new molecular entities accepted by the FDA cited either an NIH-funded publication or an NIH patent. Government funding can help attract private investors to a particular venture. The government granting process is a rigorous funds acquisition process. Governments traditionally realize cost savings of 20 to 50 percent when the private-sector is involved in providing services. PPPs within health R&D can unlock research potential in particular disease areas by leveraging the better parts of both enterprises.

Recommendations

**Summary**

Drive research discovery by maintaining primary research funding levels, increasing funding for translational research, and tracking the impact of research dollars awarded

Pursue teaming with multiple stakeholders in the biopharmaceutical R&D value chain to increase the effective dissemination of information and increase the number of products in the pipeline

Source: Deloitte.

**New areas of opportunity**

**Patient-centered care advocacy**

These organizations can help coordinate and accelerate research through patient focused research initiatives, patient education, or through their patient reach via social networks. These groups can help promote education on relatively unknown diseases with patients demanding research based on personal experiences and can disseminate new information on clinical trials, products, adverse effects, and symptoms. This fosters an earlier diagnosis of symptoms, increased coordination of care, and lower healthcare costs in the long-term. Patients can help determine research projects and emphasize areas which have not been addressed in the past through collaborations and information/data sharing.

**Focus on orphan diseases**

Additional research for products approved for orphan status could lead to new indications and associated revenue streams. To foster new products for orphan diseases or to explore diseases not well studied, there are a variety of incentives that could be leveraged including:

- Tax credits
- Grants
- Waive FDA fees
- Expedite regulatory review (e.g., 60 day FDA review for breakthrough designation requests to treat a serious or life threatening disease or condition),
- Tax repatriation
- Product exclusivity
- Patent buyouts
- Provide government investment to reduce companies’ discovery risk

**Focus on digital health**

Digital technology — wearable and implantable technology, web and email, mobile technology, and social networking — is transforming health care delivery, but it can also transform life sciences R&D. Consumers and
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payers are demanding a new generation of digital, connected health care. The confluence of scientific, medical, engineering, and wireless technology hubs is providing the needed environment for entrepreneurs and venture capitalists to exchange information, and start and grow effective companies. Benefits can be seen in the changing nature of the relationship and communication between patients and their health care providers especially for those that are geographically remote or living with chronic conditions.

Consumers have a growing interest in mobile health (mHealth) from simple to complex (Figure 2). In Deloitte’s 2013 Survey of U.S. Health Care Consumers, 15 percent have used technologies to monitor and manage health issues such as blood sugar or breathing function; 46 percent could be interested in doing so in the future. The future of mHealth and other digital technology is likely to have a transformation impact in the discovery process, such as monitoring patients and collecting data in clinical research.

Figure 2. mHealth: From Simple to Complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Single use mHealth</strong></th>
<th><strong>Social mHealth</strong></th>
<th><strong>Integrated mHealth</strong></th>
<th><strong>Complex mHealth</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on single purpose for a single user, typically consumer initiated</td>
<td>Draws upon the social capabilities of mobile technology including support, encouragement, or a sense of competition sourced through peer and social networks</td>
<td>Links apps and devices with the formal health care system, typically via an electronic health record (EHR). Exchanges data between a consumer and health care provider with real-time monitoring and care coordination</td>
<td>Leverages advanced integrated analytics and provides decision support capabilities at the point of care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Smartphone apps and wearable tech products (wrist bands, jewelry, clothing, glasses and embedded devices) that record data, support and encourage the wearer, encourage the user, who may decide to communicate the data others.
- Consumer driven, use of commercially available apps with a popular focus on wellness, diet, and exercise.
- Example: Fitness trackers and weight loss apps that provide tips and users to set goals and track weight, exercise, and calories.

- Gamification and competition based apps; incentivization programs via financial cash-equivalent or rewards-based incentives to encourage users to meet their goals.
- Consumers likely to pursue these activities on their own or via such vehicles as employment-based team challenges.
- Example: A fitness app that tracks an individual’s running statistics and shares results via a social network driven, goal-achievement challenge.

- Mobile technology linking physician and patient (e.g., personalized and interactive administrative reminders such as appointments and prescriptions refills).
- Interfaces with organizations tailored to multiple end users — Consumers, clinicians, and administrators.
- Example: Information from multiple apps that a patient uses is incorporated into the patient’s overall health record, giving a physician a more complete view of the patient

- Deep and complex data generated through mHealth facilitates analysis an predictive analytics at the population level — whether focused on optimal management of a specific chronic condition through to risk-analysis and epidemic predicting or monitoring.
- Example: Data mining using algorithms to analyze data collected via mobile devices to deliver insights on an individual’s patterns of behavior for individual health management purposes. Data analysis oriented towards improving public health responses through analysis of sub-populations with different risk profiles and appropriate targeting of public health interventions.

**National Alzheimer’s Project Act (NAPA)**

- Created a national plan to promote research coordination, reduce duplicative efforts, and accelerate Alzheimer’s research efforts
- The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), provided access to ADNI data at no cost to more than 400 investigators worldwide resulting in improved understanding of how to conduct clinical trials
- Deloitte has helped small single disease-focused non-profits build their technology infrastructure for better patient tracking and outcomes reporting in order to use the data to drive development of new therapies
Recommendations

Summary
Evaluate investment decisions to make sure the research is creating value, leading to accelerated research, and investing efficiently in the desirable type of products and technologies. Select research program metrics should track the achievements or failures of the proposed research efforts.

Design Digital Health programs to be operable via multiple communication platforms and channels (such as phones, tablets, laptops, and social media) and provide privacy and security of personal information. Better, faster, and more widespread networks are required.

Leverage patient-level data to drive discovery of a new drug, utilize electronic medical records to establish the safety signal of a questionable drug, and use electronic medical record data to increase clinical trial recruitment efficiency.

Source: Deloitte.
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Development

The development process is usually hindered by complex and resource-intensive regulatory requirements and practices. The current system encourages and rewards siloed product development and does not support the sharing of information among life sciences companies. The development process could benefit from the reduction of administrative hurdles and uncertainties so that translational research pursuits can proceed in a timely fashion toward safety and efficacy in clinical trials. Many regulatory policies and procedures could incentivize and encourage effective clinical trials and meaningful R&D. Measures to encourage collaboration and data sharing, as well as practical administration through cooperative and innovative policymaking, could increase the regulatory value proposition to consumers and life sciences companies.

Regulations and policies to foster cooperation

Effectiveness strategies

In order to encourage investors to fund life sciences research, regulatory frameworks and teaming among agencies and industry should be cooperative and reasonable to pursue. The European Union (EU), Japan, Mexico, and India are prioritizing regulatory frameworks and reimbursement policies that incentivize innovations in their “cures” space. And the life sciences industry avoids pursuing likely unsuccessful treatments in terms of compliance and safety. Likewise, countries like India are increasing their human capital capacity and increase the speed of R&D. Aside from making critical government investments in regulatory strategy, India has also invested in foreign markets, like Mexico, to competitively position their market for market effectiveness. A benefit of this practice is maintaining critical regulatory requirements that facilitate safety by counterbalancing the supply of required personnel to increase the rate of reviews and capitalizing on other nation’s need to develop drugs at lower costs. Lastly, countries like Mexico are regarded as environments conducive for “cures” spaces to thrive due to creative economic policies like Free Trade Agreements that facilitate the supply of established and emerging market teaming around the world. In a similar move, Japan has started to consider policies to modernize and reform its approval process to increase innovation.

Research shows that “companies that seek the scientific advice of regulation authorities during the development process are more effective in the EU’s Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) procedure.” This translates into more cooperative and transparent operational environments in which the life sciences industry has to directly engage with regulators early on in the process so they can more promptly adapt their therapies to meet approval and traverse the R&D cycle.

Build a learning healthcare system

Validate biomarkers and surrogate endpoints

In 2008, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) sought to improve their accelerated drug approval processes by asking the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to conduct an evaluation focused on biomarkers and surrogate endpoints in chronic disease. IOM’s findings suggested that the FDA should create a consistent process and framework for biomarker evaluation to increase the rigor of the process to include analytical validation of biomarker tests, qualification and evaluation, and utilization. Further, the plausibility of the biomarker in producing the desired clinical outcomes requires improvements in the evaluation of clinical evidence that surrogate endpoints correspond to clinical outcomes.

---
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Leverage insights and knowledge from PPPs

The FDA has gained several insights with regard to the advances of the PPPs pertaining to the modernization of drug development. However, societal expectations about drug safety and efficacy are rising while productivity in the life sciences industry is falling. In 2004, the FDA introduced the Critical Path Initiative with the intent of modernizing drug development by incorporating recent scientific advances, such as genomics and advanced imaging technologies, into the process. An important part of the initiative is the use of PPPs and consortia to accomplish the needed research. Poor quality and inefficiency in clinical research can seriously limit the number of questions that the field can answer about the appropriate uses of recommended or licensed medical products and significantly delay access to new therapeutic innovations. One of the lessons learned by the FDA is that the collaboration of stakeholders—federal agencies, patient groups, academic researchers, industry, healthcare practitioners, and others be established early on in the process; and that the partners be committed to the adoption and implementation of the agreed upon decisions. FDA is uniquely positioned to forge such collaborations and to establish regulations that will foster a high degree of compliance. The agency provides a forum for the identification of scientific hurdles that delay or prevent the development of new treatments and cures for today’s chronic diseases. They have made significant strides with regard to coordinating collaborations, providing informatics platform exchanges and instituting data standards. The results of their approach depends on dependable procedures and controls for reliability of the source data. In sum, FDA guidance will be an important step in the facilitation and adoption of electronic data gathering across the medical product industry.

Improve upon the randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled model

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the gold standard of evidence-based medicine in determining the efficacy of drug, devices, and treatments. RCTs allow inferences about causation while non-randomized observational and experimental studies do not. However, RCTs are not without their weaknesses.

Investigators are moving towards the use of innovative study designs and the use of existing data collection platforms that allow for development of efficient interventional studies. Such study designs include pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs) or adaptive designs. PCTs compare interventions that are relevant to clinicians and patients while focusing more on a heterogeneous patient population. Adaptive clinical trials allow investigators to identify subgroups of patients who are responding well to an interventional treatment and allow for mid-course corrections during the trial where needed. While approval for products will likely continue to require clinical trials that are randomized and controlled, there are considerations for allowing other study designs, including observational and quasi-experimental studies that use real-world data collected for purposes other than research, for supplemental applications.

Advances in statistical methods can facilitate research leveraging clinical trial and real world data to bring innovative medical products to patients more efficiently. Innovative statistical methods include sampling strategies, estimating values for missing data, analysis of multiple endpoints and pooling of data from different trials or other sources. These innovations

and modeling techniques can enable broad study designs are the crux of the discussion about whether efforts to streamline study design and product approval processes will jeopardize precision and ability to infer causation.

Figure 4. Selected examples of innovative trial designs options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seamless Phase II/III — operational combination of objectives from two phases into a single one</th>
<th>Adaptive Seamless Phase II/III — inferentially seamless design using data from patients enrolled before and after the adaptation</th>
<th>N-of-One Trials — form of prospective study where different treatments are evaluated in a single patient over time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in the use of historical controls in clinical trials</td>
<td>Phase III open label randomized trials</td>
<td>Use of patients as own controls in clinical studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As new trial designs gain traction, opportunities have emerged to incorporate them into routine practice, maintaining the rigorous standards required to affirm a drug or device for market with a more efficient allocation of time and resources. Increasingly, study designs other than the traditional RCT are being used in the Learning and Exploratory Phases of clinical trials, in part by directly addressing the regulatory, logistical, and methodological barriers currently challenging uptake. Regulatory bodies, such as the FDA and European Medicines Agency (EMA), have begun to clarify issues associated with the new trial methods while research organizations have begun to dedicate resources solely to the designing, testing, and implementing of more complex trial designs; further, software developers have established a solid technological infrastructure to keep data clean and facilitate its security. In order to create new standards in clinical trials, ongoing efforts should continue with a focused effort on improving stakeholder education on various types and methods of alternate trial designs. This, coupled with greater evidence-based research supporting new designs and guidance from regulatory bodies, could be the start of a new norm. Further, massive and disparate data sets could provide the opportunity for adaptive and pragmatic clinical trial designs to assess real-time safety and effectiveness during the course of routine patient care and facilitate innovations in statistical and data analytic methods.

Opportunities for HIT

Advances in health information technology (HIT) including the development of electronic health records, administrative claims, and interoperable research networks are helping to improve investigators capacity to efficiently conduct comparative effectiveness trials while providing new opportunities in personalized medicine. For example, The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) is developing a National Patient Centered Clinical Research Network that includes Clinical Data Research Networks (CDRN) and Patient-Powered Research Networks (PPRN) that will help to create a national research infrastructure that includes patients, clinicians, and healthcare systems. These programs will help to strengthen the U.S. capacity to conduct large and efficient CER trials through shared data resources.

Keep the regulatory science updated with advances in precision medicine, including diagnostics

Update human capital

Top talent must be retained for continuity and continued progress. The FDA has begun to create incentives and programs to encourage the retention of individuals with the desired skill set.

Research

Another important approach to incorporating innovative technologies into the FDA regulatory review process is through research. Research has been an important part of modernizing the FDA and is intended to promote innovation and to provide an environment where review and research scientist can develop insights to FDA’s particular regulatory challenges. CDER and CBER, two centers within FDA that are responsible for review and approval of new drugs and biologics, both have research labs and research staff that focus on cutting edge technologies (e.g., nanotechnology-based products) or complicated issues (e.g., excipient effects of the different dosage forms) involved in regulated products. Center leaders have emphasized the important role of FDA’s scientific community in keeping up with innovative technologies for the regulatory review process. CDER’s Science and Prioritization and Review Committee identified science and research requirements by interviewing science and research staff, and the results are categorized and published in “Identifying CDER’s Science and Research Needs Report” in July, 2011. “Improve clinical trial design, analysis, and conduct” and “enhance individualization of patient treatment” are among the seven major categories of science and research requirements. This report is an essential first step to formulating priorities which will guide strategic planning of FDA’s science and research efforts. FDA also has an Advancing Regulatory Science Initiative launched in February 2010 that is built on the achievements of existing Agency programs, like the Critical Path Initiative. The goal of the initiative is to develop new tools, standards, and approaches to assess the safety, efficacy, quality, and performance of FDA-regulated products.
FDA’s priority areas for innovation in regulatory science
In its strategic plan, the FDA has identified several priority areas for innovation in regulatory science. These priority areas cut across product types and address the use of innovative computational methods and data sources as components of the implementation of several regulatory science priority areas. The FDA’s regulatory science initiative is welcomed and supported by the pharmaceutical industry who agrees to pay a user fee to FDA to help fund an improved, more transparent and timely regulatory process. Under Prescription Drug User Fee Act V (PDUFA V), reauthorized in July 2012, FDA will have increased resources and staffing to consider the use of new scientific tools, such as pharmacogenomics and biomarkers, that can help demonstrate therapeutic benefits more rapidly. In Generic Drug User Fee Amendment (GDUFA) Commitment Letter, FDA agreed to begin work on the FY 2013 Regulatory Science Plan in the letter and to consult with industry and the public to create an annual list of regulatory science initiatives specific to research on generic drugs. GDUFA is the first user fee to directly fund regulatory science research activities. The research studies conducted under these initiatives will advance the public health by providing access to safe and effective generic drugs.

Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encourage collaboration among stakeholders early and throughout the lifecycle of diagnostic and therapeutic development (e.g., through cross agency strategy development to provide guidance to the life sciences industry while encouraging open communication channels between them and regulatory agencies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue innovation in trial design and statistical methods to address missing data, multiple endpoints, patient enrichment and adaptive designs, and the use of simulation and modeling to improve the effectiveness of clinical studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage clinical trial data (e.g., from existing data sets) to create large pooled data sets to understand differences in sub-populations of interest and accelerate biomarker validation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte.
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Delivery, which feeds from Discovery and Development, provides a greater wealth of information to foster new Discovery and start the cycle all over again. Health information technology (HIT) provides the ability to improve analysis and gain better insight of the available information to make effective and timely decisions. A wealth of information, whether scientific or market-derived, will continue to expand and be available in order to understand diseases, providers, and patients at the granular level. The ability to collect information from anywhere and anytime has created a complex world where data are coming from many different sources. New tools, new markets, and new science will provide a greater wealth of information for iterative life sciences innovation fostering an environment where stakeholders are able to leverage new technology, and invest, generate, and reinvest capital impacts throughout the R&D value chain.

New data sources
Creating new value for life sciences shareholders will increasingly hinge on companies’ readiness and competency in accessing and using massive and disparate data sets to drive new paradigms in research, development, marketing and surveillance. Below are examples of data initiates that are critical to facilitating innovative results.

Systems approach
A systems approach that includes collecting health data (e.g., molecular, clinical, chemistries, cellular, organ phenotypic, imaging, social networking, EMR data, administrative claims data, etc.) and merging these data with new measurement and visualization technologies, and new computational and mathematical tools will foster effective post-approval research. This convergence of data and technology will allow researchers to simplify overwhelming amounts of data into models that can help drive life sciences Development and Discovery. These efforts can provide a better understanding of disease (etiology, pathology, prevalence, incidence, etc.), identifying signals (i.e., events) in the population, and potentially predicting disease and identifying opportunities for improving patient care.

Electronic health records
Electronic health record (EHR) data, because of its capture of patient-level clinical detail (e.g., lab results, diagnoses, family history) and a detailed picture of the care provided, presents a compelling and innovative opportunity for performing post-approval research and informing the Discovery and Delivery elements of the life sciences value chain. Recently, this data source has become more compelling since current market forces are driving up current U.S. EHR utilization rates. EHR usage in the U.S. rose from approximately 30% of physician offices and hospitals in 2005 to more than 50% of physician offices and 75% of hospitals by the end of 2011. Thus, EHR provide the potential for a clinically rich longitudinal data set for a large patient cohort.

Internet and social media networks
The Internet and social media networks have evolved into powerful tools to disseminate and collect patient health information. According to the IOM, 94 percent of social network users with a medical condition believe it is important to share their health data with other patients and improve care for future patients. Leveraging these tools can greatly expand the reach of researchers and enable the collection of data from these large general populations, and as applicable, target subpopulations (e.g., children, elderly) to understand “real” user experiences and, potentially, avoid the “white coat” effect.

Deloitte’s Hi2 — a portal for exchange and analysis of life science and healthcare data
• Deloitte has made a significant investment in health reform and analytics. A portion of this investment is devoted to the development of a subscription-based “Insights as a Service” capability we call Deloitte Health Informatics and Insights (Hi2).
• Hi2 was developed to work directly with large health systems to provide commercial subscription-based insights, enabling collaboration to effectively address market circumstances. The Hi2 approach to addressing the market circumstances involves deploying local analytics insights behind health system collaborators’ firewalls, protecting patient data, and enhancing the valuable assets health systems have worked so hard to create.

Strengthen adverse event reporting
Although several FDA-sponsored post-approval medication safety reporting initiatives currently exist, gaps in adverse event (AE) reporting remain. A more broad systems approach could bring detection of AEs to a new level and further strengthen patient safety. For example, a systems approach to developing a data resource could allow researchers to use a variety of detection methods, including new and existing biomarkers, to proactively identify an AE caused by currently marketed medications. Use of biomarkers may allow the detection of AEs at earlier time points and, perhaps, the predictions of AEs, especially if combined with structure-activity-relationship (SAR) models.

Deloitte’s Hi2 — a portal for exchange and analysis of life science and healthcare data
• Deloitte has made a significant investment in health reform and analytics. A portion of this investment is devoted to the development of a subscription-based “Insights as a Service” capability we call Deloitte Health Informatics and Insights (Hi2).
• Hi2 was developed to work directly with large health systems to provide commercial subscription-based insights, enabling collaboration to effectively address market circumstances. The Hi2 approach to addressing the market circumstances involves deploying local analytics insights behind health system collaborators’ firewalls, protecting patient data, and enhancing the valuable assets health systems have worked so hard to create.

Strengthen adverse event reporting
Although several FDA-sponsored post-approval medication safety reporting initiatives currently exist, gaps in adverse event (AE) reporting remain. A more broad systems approach could bring detection of AEs to a new level and further strengthen patient safety. For example, a systems approach to developing a data resource could allow researchers to use a variety of detection methods, including new and existing biomarkers, to proactively identify an AE caused by currently marketed medications. Use of biomarkers may allow the detection of AEs at earlier time points and, perhaps, the predictions of AEs, especially if combined with structure-activity-relationship (SAR) models.
Other ongoing efforts to address these gaps focus on capturing the voice of the consumer (i.e., patient), intending that their voice, as a critical stakeholder, is part of the longitudinal medication safety data. These efforts have begun to use web-based data collection methods. Proper design of these instruments can be used to increase the size of population being monitored (thus increasing the likelihood of identifying rare events) and for tailoring the population being evaluated that were not well studied during the trials needed for FDA approval.

**FDA’s Sentinel Initiative**

Leverage and exploit new data sources for post-approval surveillance

- In the Fall of 2007, Congress passed the FDA Amendments Act (FDAAA), mandating FDA to establish an active surveillance system for monitoring drugs, using electronic data from healthcare information holders.
- Launched in May 2008, the Sentinel Initiative aims to develop a proactive system to track reports of adverse events linked to the use of its regulated products.
- In the past FDA has used administrative and insurance claims data to investigate safety questions about Agency-regulated products, but generally it has only worked with one particular healthcare system at a time to evaluate a given safety issue. The Sentinel Initiative’s goal is to create a distributed research network that will draw on existing automated healthcare data from multiple sources to actively monitor the safety of medical products continuously and in real-time. With pre-established privacy and security safeguards, these data holders would evaluate their information and send summary results to FDA.

**Identify better patient treatment and new patient populations**

These data sources could help also help develop and improve treatment for patients. Aggregated EHR data enable the tracking and analysis of patterns and outcomes of patient care after a product has been approved by FDA. This provides an understanding of the comparative (i.e., relative) benefits of a new product versus the standard of care, and produces evidence of the harms and benefits of the new product as used in the community, e.g., an evidence base on the real world net benefit of the product and the patients that it helps. Supplementing these clinical data with patient data shared using internet and social media resources helps refine the evaluating of how treatments are behaving in the post market real world.

**Enable Comparative Effectiveness Research**

These data can also enable the tracking and analysis of patterns and outcomes of care after a product has been approved by FDA. This provides an understanding of the comparative (i.e., relative) benefits of a new product versus the standard of care, and produces evidence of the harms and benefits of the new product as used in the community, e.g., an evidence base on the real world net benefit of the product and the patients that it helps. Supplementing these clinical data with patient data shared using internet and social media resources helps refine the evaluating of how treatments are behaving in the post market real world.

**Real world data in the supplemental approval process**

The goal of the innovations in statistical methods coupled with new sources of data is to enable a more efficient process for developing products and opportunities to develop products for rare conditions that do not lend themselves to the RCT model because of feasibility constraints. FDA and EMA are not looking to replace RCTs but rather to augment them with real world data and new research methods. Many of the new designs may include post approval surveillance commitments that are longer in duration than had been the norm historically.

**Internet and social media networks**

As the pace of life sciences innovation quickens, effectively disseminating information to providers and patients will become critical for a product’s effectiveness. Although traditional pathways of communication will continue to play a role in disseminating information, the role of internet and social media networks will have a more prominent role.

The internet and social media networks have evolved into powerful tools to communicate health information and disseminate information on the efficacy of treatments to patients. Social media offers a more personal and open dialogue compared to traditional marketing channels like commercials or advertisements. These networks allow patients and life sciences companies to interact in new ways, including collecting and sharing information on the efficacy of treatments. Life sciences companies can share relevant health information with engaged users to indicate the efficacy of certain treatments. Furthermore, they will identify how to frame the clinical information for specific population groups and disease conditions. Patients have been a driving force for sharing and disseminating information regarding treatments and patient experiences through sites such as PatientsLikeMe, DiabetesMine.com, and TheCancerForums. The content is created within the blogs, online support groups, and resource tools for effective disease management and to indicate accomplishments and failures of treatment options. This allows patients to connect and interact with other patients to discuss treatment options and real user experiences.

**Uncertainties in post-approval, real world delivery settings**

Currently, there are regulatory uncertainties and other barriers that may inhibit delivery of life sciences products into the market. Regulatory
uncertainty about social media as a communication tool, even with the release of FDA guidelines, is a challenge. One barrier inhibiting delivery of life sciences products are laboratory developed tests (LDTs) — they hinder marketing diagnostic testing breakthroughs. Further, many insurers, including CMS, follow a cost plus payment model for diagnostics where payments reflect the process used to perform a test rather than the value it creates in diagnosis, treatment selection, and patient outcomes.

To encourage innovation in diagnostics, the FDA could adopt a progressive approval process for diagnostics. This process allows for a lower level of evidence for FDA approval of a new diagnostic while depending on post-marketing studies to gather additional evidence of clinical validity and utility. Second, the FDA could update its 2005 draft guidance on the approval process for companion diagnostics to reduce regulatory uncertainty around LDTs. Third, CMS could change the Medicare payment basis for diagnostics from cost plus to value-based payments to encourage innovation. Although this change may not affect certain private payers, Medicare could lead the way in valuing diagnostics. Finally, if FDA and CMS should collaborate, decisions about the accuracy and clinical utility of tests could be coordinated leading to more efficient coverage and payment decisions for diagnostics.

**Intellectual property laws**

Intellectual property laws often offer less protection or are under-enforced, even in markets that are considered relatively mature, such as India and China. Careful consideration should be given to the value proposition of patent protection, considering that protection may be limited and violation of rights may occur relatively promptly (e.g., months, not years), after product launch.

**Emerging and developing countries**

Emerging markets pose additional challenges when formulating the go-to market strategy. These challenges include significantly different economic, political, legal, and regulatory approval pathways that often are not well understood, are immature, and/or are in a state of rapid change. Further, the health care infrastructure may be much less developed and/or extensive, requiring different delivery options. Business strategies that include these markets should, therefore, also be dynamic and adaptable in order to achieve results on a global scale for product commercialization after obtaining product approval in mature markets (e.g., U.S., EU 5, Japan, etc.). Likewise, entities further down the supply chain, such as transportation carriers and distributors, may not have the systems in place to effectively provide the required post-marketing surveillance and actions (e.g., recall) that may be mandated by regulation. Vendor risk management is a critical element of an effective business strategy in these markets. Integration of the value proposition message of the product needs to be tailored to different stakeholders, including regulators, payers, physicians and patients, facilitating alignment of the value proposition message across this value chain and across varying local markets. Moreover, this value proposition will be significantly influenced by comparative effectiveness and additional insights gained from various data sources (e.g., Big Data). Many regions have diseases which are not fully understood and may have different medical circumstances, due to differences in genotype and phenotype factors, which are particular to the region. In addition, the standard of care and primary treatment mechanisms may be significantly different in emerging markets. Recognizing the need to invest in additional clinical trials and other regulatory and legal region-specific requirements proactively is imperative, before attempting to introduce the product to the region, even after gaining approval in mature markets.

The legal (e.g., IP protection), regulatory and compliance (e.g., pharmacovigilance requirements, supply chain integrity) burden to gain approval should not outweigh the potential commercial opportunity. Commercial opportunity may need to be significantly greater in these markets in order to outweigh these uncertainties/barriers as well as the overall infrastructure investments. Moreover, strategic, financial, compliance, and operational risk factors associated with new and emerging markets should be effectively identified and carefully considered. These decision factors should be integrated into the company’s business model to effectively invest in regions where there are opportunities to address the patient circumstances as well as broaden the company’s commercial operations.

**Recommendations**

**Summary**

- Leverage and exploit new data sources for post-approval surveillance
  - Adopt a systems approach
  - Leverage EHR data
  - Leverage the power of the internet and social media networks
- Strengthen adverse event reporting
- Identify better patient treatment and new patient populations
- Improve randomized control trials
- Enable comparative effectiveness research
- Rethink the supplemental approval processes
- Leverage the power of social media networks to communicate treatment efficacy to patients
- Address uncertainties and other barriers that exist in post-market, delivery settings
- Enforce intellectual property laws
- Conduct business in emerging and developing countries

Source: Deloitte.
In his 2011 State of the Union Address, the President invoked “our Sputnik moment.” Recalling U.S. investments in research and education after Russia launched the first space satellite 50 years ago, President Obama called for renewed efforts to meet international competition with investments in education and research, renewable energy, life sciences, and information technologies. Obama’s call to action still matters.

The U.S. has had a major decline in life sciences R&D global competitiveness with its industry facing unprecedented challenges. Its value chain is siloed, limiting the flow of data and effective practices among the discovery, development, and delivery processes. However, forces within the current health care landscape are making life sciences innovators look differently at the value chain.

We have presented ideas for achieving a translational approach to the value chain — connecting the processes and eliminating the discrete steps. We have identified “accelerators” along the chain to help bring life sciences discoveries to market faster and at a pace that keeps up with the explosion of new science knowledge. This could also help bolster life sciences R&D global competitiveness. America had achievements during its last Sputnik moment, and there’s no reason why this can’t be our rallying call for a Sputnik moment 2.0.
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July 11, 2014

The Honorable Fred Upton, Chairman  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Committee on Energy and Commerce  
2125 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Diana DeGette  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Committee on Energy and Commerce  
2322A Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Upton and Representative DeGette:

AARP appreciates your efforts on the 21st Century Cures Initiative. AARP has taken a strong interest in this Initiative and looks forward to engaging in this bipartisan discussion as you continue to examine how the U.S. can promote greater innovation in the drug and medical device development arenas while maintaining high standards of safety and effectiveness. We are encouraged that as part of this effort you are seeking broad input from a number of relevant federal agencies, innovators in the private sector, academia, the provider community, and consumers.

AARP is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, with a membership of nearly 38 million, that helps people turn their goals and dreams into real possibilities, strengthens communities and fights for the issues that matter most to families such as healthcare, employment and income security, retirement planning, affordable utilities and protection from financial abuse. We welcome the opportunity to share our comments in response to the Initiative’s “Call to Action” and the recent series of roundtables and hearings including the June 11 hearing on “Examining the Role of Incentives in Advancing Treatments and Cures for Patients”.

Need to Balance New Drug Innovation with Affordability

Prescription drug innovation plays a vital role in the health and financial security of the older population. For older adults, prescription drugs are critical in managing their chronic conditions, curing diseases, keeping them healthy and improving their quality of life. Drug innovation is important to AARP and all older Americans, who tend to use more prescription drugs than any other segment of the population. However, AARP strongly believes that incentives for innovation need to be appropriately balanced with ensuring that new treatments are safe and effective, and are affordable to consumers.

Success of the Current System

The Drug Price Competition and PatentTerm Restoration Act of 1984—more commonly known as the Hatch-Waxman Act—made significant changes to the patent laws in an attempt to balance the need for innovative new drugs with the availability of less expensive generic drugs. The law is now widely regarded as a success, saving U.S. consumers and the health care system more than $1.2 trillion over the past decade.
The current system has also continued to drive innovation, with more than 3,400 medicines in development in the United States alone, an increase of 40 percent since 2005. Globally, there are more than 5,000 medicines in the pipeline, 70 percent of which are potential first-in-class medicines.\(^2\) The pharmaceutical industry is clearly thriving, and has been one of the most profitable industrial sectors for many years.\(^3\)

There is also evidence that FDA’s existing incentives and approval processes are working well. For example, economic incentives like tax credits, smaller and shorter clinical trials, and longer market exclusivity have been helping to drive a steady increase in the number of orphan drugs. In 2013, the FDA granted orphan-drug designations to a record 260 drug applications, a 38 percent increase from 2012,\(^4\) and there are more than 450 rare disease medicines in development.\(^5\)

In addition, researchers have found that FDA’s approval times are consistently faster than its regulatory counterparts in other countries. Between 2004 and 2013, the overall median approval time for new drugs in the United States was 304 days, compared to 459 days in Europe and 487 days in Japan. Furthermore, of the 21 new drugs approved by all three agencies between 2009 and 2013, 76 percent were approved first by FDA.\(^6\)

AARP also notes that FDA already has four tools at its disposal to help expedite the development and review of drug products: fast-track designation, accelerated approval, priority review, and breakthrough therapy designation, all of which have been generally successful.

**Proceed with Caution in Expanding Incentives**

AARP believes that proposals to expand market exclusivity should only be used in extremely limited circumstances and only to reward drug companies for innovations that substantially improve upon existing therapies. Companies should not be rewarded for simply meeting Food and Drug Administration (FDA) standards and delivering medicines that are safe and effective.

There is also no evidence that increasing market exclusivity would result in an increase in innovation. In fact, there are indications that current incentives may instead favor market potential and profit: many of the drugs approved in the past decade are mostly minor variations on existing drugs, and most new drugs are not superior on clinical measures.\(^7\)\(^8\) Consequently, any efforts to build on these existing incentives should be undertaken with an overabundance of caution to ensure that they have the intended effect.

Similarly, AARP also believes that accelerated approvals should only be granted under limited circumstances, particularly given evidence that products approved under some form of priority review are more likely to cause severe adverse reactions or be withdrawn from the market.\(^9\) While the existing expedited development and approval avenues have been generally successful, there are lingering questions about their long-term implications. For example, some of the products approved using expedited processes have entered the market with extremely high prices, raising concerns about patient access and the overall burden on the health care system. Additional concerns stem from the fact that a shorter approval process raises the possibility that important safety risks will not be detected until
Therefore, it is critical these accelerated pathways do not compromise efforts to ensure safety and effectiveness. With this paramount in mind, we encourage the committee to work with the FDA to carefully consider ways to make improvements to clinical trials where appropriate.

AARP is also greatly concerned about the prices of many of the drug products that have recently entered the market. For example, the new hepatitis C treatment Sovaldi represents a remarkable advance with an equally remarkable price: $1,000 per pill, or $84,000 for a typical course of treatment. While the price of this drug for private plans and Medicaid has drawn a lot of attention, its implications on the Medicare Part D prescription drug program are only now starting to become apparent. There are also indications that other hepatitis C therapies expected on the market soon will not compete on cost. This trend is particularly evident in the area of oncology drugs, where twelve of the 13 new cancer therapies approved last year were priced above $100,000 annually. These expensive products will increase spending under taxpayer-funded programs like Medicare and also lead to increased premiums and cost-sharing for program beneficiaries. As long as drug manufacturers continue to charge excessively high prices, Congress should ensure that measures to extend drug manufacturers’ monopolies and increase the financial burden on taxpayers and government programs are extremely limited.

**Importance of Funding the NIH and FDA**

The U.S. leads the world in biomedical research. We must continue our national commitment to investing in the National Institutes of Health (NIH) -- the country’s premier research agency -- if the U.S. is to remain at the forefront of medical breakthroughs for illnesses and disabilities that affect Americans of all ages and backgrounds. We must also provide adequate funding to the FDA to allow it to effectively carry out accelerated drug reviews and new drug approvals for innovative cures and treatments without compromising safety and effectiveness.

**Cost as a Barrier to New Medicines**

As you look to enhance access to new treatments, we encourage you to consider how the high cost of prescription drugs can limit the availability of life-saving medications to those who are most in need of them. The growth in specialty drugs with remarkably high prices and correspondingly high out-of-pocket costs in particular has spurred debate about whether the costs associated with these products are sustainable. While Congress should look at appropriate ways to promote greater innovation, it must also take a serious look at policies that are driving the high cost of prescription drugs.

Similarly, we must consider how costs impact access to new treatments under the Medicare Part D prescription drug program. A number of ideas have been put forward to expand access to medicines by making them more affordable for Medicare beneficiaries. For example, AARP has supported giving the HHS Secretary the ability to negotiate drug prices, which is particularly important where there is no price competition in the market. For example, even more limited authority -- such as allowing the HHS Secretary to negotiate drug prices when an innovative new drug therapy addressing a great need does
not have an alternative on the market – would help to reduce the high cost of unaffordable new drugs.

Congress could also examine legislative solutions such as the Medicare Drug Savings Act, which would require manufacturers to provide Part D drugs to low-income people at the same prices they provide under Medicaid. In addition, Congress could consider medical shared savings approaches for high cost drug therapies, where a portion of the payment for the drug would be withheld to see if savings are gained to the Medicare program.

**Use New Levers to Spur Innovation and Competition**

As more high cost drug therapies come on the market, it is clear that we must increase transparency in the marketplace to empower consumers with more price information to place downward pressure on prices. Additionally, AARP believes there must be greater transparency of drug manufacturers’ actual development costs than currently exists. Since the pharmaceutical industry routinely uses R&D costs to explain their high prices, increased transparency could provide much-needed clarity and a better understanding of the industry’s pricing methods.

As noted during your recent hearing, there is also a need for greater transparency and quantitative analysis to determine where innovation is lacking and the reasons why. It is unclear what areas of R&D are not responding under the set of incentives already in place and the degree to which innovative new projects are not being pursued by drug makers and how they make these assessments.

AARP also believes the application of scientific evidence, or comparative effectiveness research, would inform clinical and patient decision making as well as the development of evidence-based guidelines and, in general, clinical practice and service delivery. Comparative effectiveness research would provide an objective basis for selecting appropriate procedures and interventions including prescription drugs and other new technologies. Countries that base their treatment and coverage decisions on clinical studies that compare new drugs to available alternatives have found that these efforts can help contain costs while promoting positive health outcomes. AARP is also generally supportive of efforts to utilize new technologies and data to enhance the health care delivery experience for consumers by making it more person-centered in nature.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these important issues. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or Ariel Gonzalez on our Government Affairs staff at [email protected] or KJ Hertz at [email protected] or 202-434-3770.

Sincerely,

Joyce A. Rogers
Senior Vice President, Government Affairs, AARP
cc: The Honorable Henry Waxman, the Honorable Joe Pitts, and the Honorable Frank Pallone

5 PhRMA, Rare Diseases: A Report on Orphan Drugs in the Pipeline, 2013.
9 D.W. Light, J. Lexchin, and J.J. Darrow, “Institutional Corruption of Pharmaceuticals and the Myth of Safe and Effective Drugs,” Journal of Law, Medicine, and Ethics, Fall 2013.
July 21, 2014

Chairman Fred Upton
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Ranking Member Henry Waxman
2322A Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Upton and Ranking Member Waxman,

The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO), representing more than 10,000 radiation oncology medical professionals treating more than 1 million Americans with cancer each year, is encouraged by the Committee’s comprehensive approach to identifying methods to accelerate the pace of curing diseases in America. ASTRO is working to improve cancer care and pinpoint practices that bring us closer to a cure for cancer, including providing funding for radiation oncology research, incident learning systems and practice accreditation.

**Radiation oncology research funding**

ASTRO commends Congress for demonstrating an understanding of the importance of sufficient and reliable funding for the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Radiation oncology is a crucial part of cancer treatment and a focus of NIH’s research programs. As a part of Congress’ oversight duties and to ensure that funding levels are appropriate, it is vital for Congress to know precisely how NIH research funds are allocated. Therefore, we urge the Committee to get a clearer understanding of NIH’s funding of research projects related to radiation oncology and ultimately gain more insight into NIH’s priorities.

Major advances in cancer diagnosis and treatment, including radiation oncology, are happening at a faster pace than ever. As you know, Congress has demonstrated longstanding support for NIH and cancer research, and we are committed to accelerating recent advances. Our hope is that by fulfilling this request, Congress can have a better understanding of which types of research are being funded by NIH. In a 2013 report to Congress, NIH acknowledged that less than one percent of its total budget was spent on radiation oncology specific research and just over four percent of the NCI’s budget on radiation oncology research. With more than two-thirds of cancer patients receiving radiation therapy as a part of their cancer treatment, the funding for radiation oncology research is not adequate to achieve new discoveries in the field. We urge you to explore this disparity in funding. With federal funding diminishing, particularly in radiation oncology, promising young researchers are leaving the field.

Each year, ASTRO awards nearly $1 million to fund research as part of the organization’s overall effort to prevent, treat, and cure cancer. Specifically, ASTRO-supported research awards and grants supporting
work in radiation and cancer biology, radiation physics, comparative effectiveness research, translational research and outcomes/health services research. While this is a significant part of our budget, we cannot make up for needed federal funding.

**Ensuring patient safety**

In June 2014, ASTRO launched RO-ILS: Radiation Oncology Incident Learning System, a new, national patient safety initiative to facilitate safer and higher quality radiation oncology care. RO-ILS allows radiation oncology centers to provide non-patient-specific data about near-misses and safety incidents that have occurred at their facilities in a secure, non-punitive environment as outlined in the Patient Safety and Quality Improvement Act of 2005. The data collected in RO-ILS will educate the radiation oncology community about how to improve safety and patient care. This data will be analyzed to inform radiation oncology safety procedures and processes, best practices, practice guidelines and/or recommendations. RO-ILS is a key milestone in ASTRO’s Target Safely Campaign, a patient protection plan to improve safety for radiation oncology. Learning from near-misses and safety incidents is a critical piece to improving patient care.

ASTRO is committed to ensuring that patients receive the best possible care by encouraging radiation oncology practices to report incidents so that we can learn from errors and improve processes of care, identify education gaps and develop needed clinical guidelines for the field. To guarantee that there is accountability in radiation therapy practices, ASTRO will launch the Accreditation Program for Excellence or APEX in early 2015. This program will hold practices accountable to meet a broad range of practice standards and highlight any variances in the delivery of radiation oncology care. We urge the Committee to investigate how to incentivize the use of such incident learning systems and practice accreditation programs to ensure that patients receive safe, high-quality care.

Thank you in advance for your work on behalf of the health of Americans. Please feel free to contact Shandi Barney at 703-839-7382 if you have any questions.

Laura I. Thevenot
Chief Executive Officer